case-where religious aspects are concerned, and not to think of outside influences.
Ostia, also close to Rome, makes a chapter apart. Notwithstanding the great Roman influences upon the pattern of this town, the Ostian cult organization differs from that in Rome. Though the information concerning Ostia is plentiful and documents have been found referring to both the official cult and the expressions of individual Bona Dea worship, we are told nothing about the existence of the semi-official cult with its collegia, magistrae and ministrae, so characteristic of Rome and known elsewhere too (cf., e.g., Aquileia).
Literary sources refer to Rome only-apart from an incidental reference to the BoviIIae sanctuary already discussed,1 and from the remark by Lactantius that most cities had a Bona Dea cult. 2 In literary sources we find the further restriction that interest is centred upon the official cult with its authorized celebration; references to other aspects are merely incidental and are only found in connection with the State cult. Consequently, thanks to the literature, we are fairly well informed about the Roman State cult. From this, of course, we may draw some conclusions about the practice of the official cult in the rest of the Empire. AIl the other data, both concerning Rome and concerning the remaining area of distribution, are to be found in epigraphy and archaeology.
Just as the literary sources are practically silent about the Bona Dea cult, except for the official cult, so the epigraphic and archaeological sources do not tell us anything directly about the State cult. However, this does not mean that Bona Dea does not emerge form these sources, occasionally, as an official goddess. A number of inscriptions inform us that temples were consecrated to her by the authorities. These texts are couched in official terms, with consular dates and similar impersonal information. Nevertheless, there is no recognizable conformity of the cult as known from literary sources to that known from epigraphy and archaeology, apart from representations of the goddess sometimes corresponding to descriptions of her appearance in aricient literature. Thus, Bona Dea with the serpent, or the sceptre, who is met with in the texts, may be said to be the counterpart of the goddess as represented in the plastic arts.3
Where Rome is concerned, at least, one would expect the two categories, i.e. literary and epigraphic sources, to correspond and the potential discrepancies to become more explitit as the distance between Rome and another town I Ch. II, No. 24; cf. No. 38. , Ch. II, No. 64. , Cf. Macrobius (ch. II, No. 67 ) and the usual representations with cornucopia and serpent and bowl; for the sceptre, cf. the Wilton House relief (ch. I, note 29).
